
Check In from Names & Faces
A guide for Clients and Officers



What is Check In for?
Establish your team are informed and safe in real time, 
while keeping your business running
There are some moments we need to be both at our most human and our most clinical. Check In 
was designed with those moments in mind.

Following the Borough Market terror attacks in London a client asked for help with their Disaster 
Recovery process. Under the glare and pressure of a live incident their cascade process for 
contacting staff was exposed as slow, complex and lacking precision and accountability. 

So we built Names & Faces Check In to do just that. To help organisations easily broadcast 
messages and collect staff responses in real time. Check In has subsequently been used by clients 
for a range of reasons from crisis management, to drills too distributing general comms or 
instructions (case study here).

If you need to issue comms to your broader team, quickly - Check In is the tool for you.

https://www.namesandfaces.com/post/eg-london-safety-check


Give me an overview of how it works?
The Check In tool sits within your existing Names & Faces mobile app.

It allows nominated officers within an organisation to quickly broadcast communications with all, or 
a custom selection of staff via email and/or sms. Officers can request a ‘safe’ or ‘confirmed’ 
response from recipients meaning further efforts and messaging can be focussed on those yet to 
respond. Multiple officers can also mark staff members as safe/confirmed directly in app.

Check In tracks all responses and displays updated information in real time on your officer 
dashboard. Here, you can see who has been checked off, when and by whom, and who is not yet 
accounted for with their contact details displayed. Officers can publish Check In reports for review 
and compliance and archive reports for future reference.



Setting up Check In

Check In can be added to your Names & Faces license at any 
time by contacting hello@namesandfaces.com. When active, it is 
accessed by officers via Adminland / Check In in the top right of 
your Names & Faces mobile app.

Officers are those users who are able to launch a Check In 
and mark others as safe/confirmed. You can manage your 
list of officers in your Check In settings.

To create or edit a template, open Adminland in your Names & 
Faces app. Select Check In and tap the settings icon in the top 
right. Select ‘Add or manage templates’ and ‘Create new template’.

Complete the create template steps as follows;

1. Name your check and craft the message
2. Select recipients. Send to all or select specific categories 

(such as a particular office/location) or individuals to receive 
your message

3. Choose a response to ask your recipients and how 
you’d like to contact them (email and/or sms)

4. Decide whether you’d like to include an emergency 
number/s to display after your message. It is advisable to 
always provide a number for recipients to call should they 
need help.

In the event of an incident you’ll be able to use your templates 
as is, edit them on the ‘Add or manage template’ page, or 
create a new, custom check by selecting ‘Create a new Check 
In’ and following the same steps above.

Step One - Activate officers

There will be scenarios where you can anticipate having to send 
a Check In message as quickly as possible. To prepare for 
these and save time in the moment build several templates 
in advance for these instances. You might want to consider 
templates for a fire alarm/evacuation, possible terrorist incident, 
natural disaster, security breach, and office closure.

Step Two - Build templates

mailto:hello@namesandfaces.com


Identify and notify your officers, taking them through the intention 
of the test and their responsibilities, whether it is initiating the 
Check In or assisting by marking people as safe. You’ll never know when you’re going to conduct an emergency 

Check In, which is why it is so important to ensure your officers and 
staff are prepared at all times by running regular tests. These tests 
create an understanding and expectation amongst staff of how they 
need to react in a crisis and significantly improve the effectiveness 
of the process. We suggest company-wide quarterly tests to 
ensure all parties always know what to do and how.

See a Check In demo here, or get in touch with us on 
hello@namesandfaces.com with any feedback or questions.

Step One - Communicate with 
nominated officers

Step Four - Repeat regularly

Let your staff know your organisation will be using Check In - 
what it’s for, when it might be used and tested and what they 
need to do when it is.

Step Two - Communicate with staff

Tip: Consider running a test to yourself or your immediate team 
first, marking responses, broadcasting a new message to 
non-responders and generating a report in the settings menu.

Step Three - Conducting the test

Running Check In tests

Initiate a check by selecting ‘Create Check In’ on your homescreen. 
Select your test template, review the details and edit if required. 
Tap ‘Start Check In’ to send your check to selected recipients 
and begin monitoring responses

https://vimeo.com/404943570
mailto:hello@namesandfaces.com

